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Abstract. Inlet performance has an important role in the operation of air-breathing
propulsion systems. In this study, performance of a supersonic axisymmetric mixedcompression inlet in the supercritical operating condition is numerically studied. The
e ects of free-stream Mach number and engine-face pressure on performance parameters,
including mass ow ratio, drag coecient, total pressure recovery, and ow distortion,
are investigated. For this sake, a multi-block density-based nite volume CFD code is
developed, and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with Spalart-Allmaras oneequation turbulence model are employed. The code is validated by comparing numerical
results against other computational results and experimental data for two test cases
of inviscid ow in a two-dimensional mixed-compression inlet and ow in an external
compression inlet. Finally, the code is utilized for the investigation of a speci c supersonic
mixed-compression inlet with the design Mach number of 2.0 and length-to-diameter ratio of
3.4. Results revealed that the increment of free-stream Mach number leads to the decrease
in total pressure recovery and drag coecient, while mass ow ratio and ow distortion
increase. The e ects of engine-face pressure on performance parameters showed that by
increasing the engine-face pressure, mass ow ratio and drag coecient remain constant,
while total pressure recovery increases and ow distortion decreases.
© 2018 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

and mixed compression inlets. In internal compression
inlets, compression is achieved by a series of oblique
shock waves in the internal part of the inlet, following
by a weak normal shock downstream of the throat.
In external compression inlets, compression occurs by
one or more oblique shock waves on the spike, again
following by a weak normal shock wave, all of which
stand outside the inlet. In this type of inlet, air
can also be compressed simply by a normal shock
wave. The mixed compression inlet achieves a portion
of compression through one or more external oblique
shock waves on the spike. The rest of compression
occurs in the internal part of the inlet by re ected
oblique shocks and the weak normal shock downstream
of the throat [1].

Mixed compression
inlet;
Performance
parameters;
Multi-block grid;
Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model;
Roe's approximated
Riemann solver.

In supersonic ight, engine inlet has a critical role
in determining air vehicle performance. An optimum
design of an inlet should supply the sucient air
required for the engine with the least amount of total
pressure loss and drag generation. Supersonic inlets
based on the location of compression shock waves,
as shown in Figure 1, are classi ed into three basic
types of internal compression, external compression,
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Figure 1. Types of supersonic inlets.
For Mach numbers above 2.5, external and internal compression inlets become ine ective and fail
to meet the minimum requirements of a design. On
the other hand, the mixed compression type demonstrates higher eciency at this range and o ers
many bene ts over the other types. Many investigations were dedicated to mixed compression supersonic inlets in recent years, indicating their popularity
amongst designers [2-6]. Chyu et al. [7] considered
a three-dimensional unsteady, compressible ow in a
mixed compression inlet. They solved Navier-Stokes
equations using a combined implicit-explicit (BeamWarming-Steger/MacCormack) method, and BaldwinLomax algebraic method was used for turbulence modeling. Further, they investigated various associated
physical phenomena, including shock/boundary layer
interaction, subsonic spillage around the cowl lip, and
inlet start and unstart. Chan and Liang [8] developed
an implicit nite volume code of second-order accuracy
in conjunction with the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model. They simulated a mixed compression inlet near
the design point and studied the e ects of throat area
and bleed on the starting of the inlet. Fujimoto and
Niwa [9] numerically and experimentally investigated a
supersonic mixed compression inlet of Mach 2.5. They
implemented a multi-block nite volume method of
second-order accuracy in space and rst-order accuracy
in time. In addition, Roe's approximate Riemann
solver and a q ! two-equation turbulence model
were employed. They demonstrated that the maximum
total pressure recovery of the experimental model and
the two-dimensional numerical simulation were di erent. The reason was argued to be the normal shock
boundary-layer interaction considering its sidewall effects. Mizukami and Saunders [10] analyzed a mixed

compression inlet using a two-dimensional NavierStokes solver. They performed a parametric study
on turbulence models and bleed boundary condition
models. Overall, k  turbulence model and the bleed
boundary condition model based on uniform velocity
were recommended because of their good agreement
with experimental data. Jain and Mittal [11] solved
unsteady Euler equations in a two-dimensional mixed
compression supersonic inlet via a stabilized niteelement method. They analyzed the back pressure and
throat area e ects on the performance and inlet starting. They reported that, in addition to the throat area,
the geometry of the throat plays an important role in
starting the process. Akbarzadeh and Kermani [12]
numerically simulated inviscid ow in three di erent
types of ramjet inlets. This study was carried out by
nite di erence method with second-order predictorcorrector scheme of MacCormack and Roe's approximate Riemann solver for inviscid ux calculation. They
concluded that the combustion chamber heat rate and
the exhaust nozzle throat opening xed the normal
shock wave position in the di user. Kwak et al. [13]
numerically studied the ow in a mixed compression
inlet with bleed regions. Roe's approximate Riemann
solver was used for inviscid ux calculation, and two
turbulence models of q ! and k ! SST were
used for the evaluation of turbulent ow quantities.
Kotteda and Mittal [14] solved unsteady viscous ow
in a two-dimensional mixed compression inlet with
a stabilized nite-element method. In this study,
the e ect of bleed on the control of buzz instability
and starting/unstarting of the inlet was investigated.
Apyan et al. [3] analyzed shock wave boundary-layer
interaction in a mixed compression inlet geometry using the OVERFLOW Navier-Stokes equation solver. In
addition, they examined the e ectiveness of boundary
condition to achieve the desired results. Zhao et al. [15]
studied the inlet start/unstart phenomena in the acceleration process. They performed unsteady numerical
simulation in a two-dimensional mixed compression
inlet at Mach number from 1.75 to 2.05 and four
di erent values of acceleration. Kotteda and Mittal [16]
examined a turbulent ow in the mixed compression
inlet using Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model which
highlighted the di erences between laminar and turbulent ow simulations. They pointed out the critical
back pressure ratio for unstart of the inlet for laminar
ow is lower compared to that of turbulent ow.
Literature review indicates that the performance
of the mixed compression inlets has not been thoroughly investigated yet. In the previous research by the
authors [17], the performance of a mixed compression
inlet has been investigated in three free stream Mach
numbers. Since inlet performance is under the in uence of upstream (free-stream) and also downstream
(engine) conditions, a thorough investigation into the
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e ects of these conditions on the inlet performance
is very important. Mach number is the most important parameter of free-stream ow, and engineface pressure is the main parameter that represents
engine performance. Thus, the e ects of these two
parameters on inlet performance are studied. For
this purpose, a structured multi-block density-based
nite volume numerical code is developed in order to
simulate the axisymmetric ow in a mixed compression
supersonic inlet. This code has been validated against
two di erent test cases; nally, performance of an
axisymmetric mixed compression inlet with design
Mach number of 2.0 was investigated. In this study, the
e ects of free-stream Mach number and back pressure
ratio (static pressure of engine-face to the free-stream
static pressure) on performance parameters of the inlet
are studied. Supersonic inlet performance parameters
include drag coecient, total pressure recovery, mass
ow ratio, and ow distortion.

2. Performance parameters and numerical
methodology
2.1. Performance parameters

The main performance parameters of a supersonic
inlet are mass ow ratio, total pressure recovery, drag
coecient, and ow distortion. Mass Flow Ratio
(MFR) is the most important characteristic of an inlet
as the other performance parameters are dependent on
it. By assuming a constant velocity at each section,
mass ow ratio is obtained by Eq. (1):
AV
MFR =
;
(1)
1 Ac V1
where , V , and A are local density, ow velocity, and
cross-sectional area inside the inlet, respectively. Also,
1 ; V1 , and Ac are free-stream density, free-stream
velocity, and the cross-section area in the entry face of
the inlet, respectively.
Total Pressure Recovery (TPR) of the inlet is
another in uential characteristic in determining the
inlet performance since it has direct e ect on the engine
thrust force. Total pressure recovery is de ned as the
ratio of the total pressure of engine-face (P0;f ) to the
total pressure of free-stream (P0;1 ) ow, shown as
follows:
P
(2)
TPR = 0;f :
P0;1
For supersonic inlets, the total drag force is the sum
of skin friction drag, pressure drag, and spillage drag.
Total drag coecient is de ned as in Eq. (3), in which
D is total drag force:
D
Cd = 1
:
(3)
2

2 1 V1 Ac
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Inlets are usually exposed to an adverse pressure gradient, which results in ow separation. Flow separation
causes total pressure loss and nonuniformity of total
pressure distribution in each section. This phenomenon
is called Flow Distortion (FD), and it is quanti ed in
Eq. (4) as follows:
P
P0;min
:
(4)
FD = 0;max
P0;avg
Since the uniformity of engine in ow is of the greatest
importance, usually, the ow distortion of the engine
face is evaluated.

2.2. Governing equations

In this investigation, two-dimensional (planar and axisymmetric) compressible Navier-Stokes equations are
employed. The conservation form of these equations
with no body force and heat addition is stated in
Eq. (5):

! !
!
@ U~ @ E~ @ F~ @ Ev @ Fv
+
+
+
+
+ V~ + Vv = 0;
@t @x @y
@x
@y
(5)
where U~ is conservative variables vector, E~ and F~
!
!
are inviscid ux vectors, Ev and Fv are viscous ux
vectors, and V~ and V~v are vectors of axisymmetric
ow source terms that are represented as in Eq. (6).
Moreover, determines the two dimensionality ( = 0)
or axisymmetry ( = 1) of equations:
2
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(6)

In the above equations, ; u; v; E , and H represent
density, axial velocity (or x-velocity) component, radial
velocity (or y-velocity) component, total energy, and
total enthalpy, respectively. Also, ij and qi are stress
tensor and heat transfer vector. Details of governing
equation terms are completely described in [18].
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2.3. Turbulence modeling

Averaging the Navier-Stokes equations produces the
so-called Reynolds stress tensor, which leads to the
turbulence closure problem. Boussinesq's hypothesis
treats Reynolds stress as the molecular stress and,
nally, computes the turbulence eddy viscosity by
di erent turbulence models [19]. Among di erent
turbulence models, Spalart-Allmaras model is a oneequation model that has been developed speci cally for
aerospace applications involving wall-bounded ows,
and it has shown approving results for boundary layers
with adverse pressure gradients [20]. Although there
are turbulence models (e.g., LES and DES) that are
more accurate than the Spalart-Allmaras model, these
models are computationally expensive. Since the
detailed information of the ow eld is not required
in the performance study, a far simpli ed model needs
to be devised in order to have both acceptable accuracy and fast simulation times. Besides, many of
performed numerical studies on supersonic inlet have
implemented this model [16,21-23]. Conclusively, the
Spalart-Allmaras model was chosen for this investigation.
Working variable of Spalart-Allmaras model indicates turbulent kinematic viscosity, everywhere except
the regions near walls where the in uence of viscosity is
dominant. Transport equation of this working variable
is written as in Eq. (7) [24]:
@
@
(v^) +
(u~ v^) = SDi . + SProd.
@t
@xj i

SDist. ;

(7)

where SDi . is di usion term, SProd. is production term,
and SDist. represents destruction term, stated as in
Eqs. (8) to (10):
SProd. = cb1 S^v^;
SDist. = cw1 fw

(8)

 2

v^
d



;



@
@ v^
c @ v^ @ v^
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+ b2
:
@xj e @xj
 @xj @xj

(9)
(10)

Turbulent viscosity, t , is obtained from Eq. (11),
while functions in Eqs. (12)-(20) are also used:
t = v^fv1 ;

(11)

3
fv1 = 3 3 ;
 + cv1

(12)

v^
= ;
v

(13)

fv2 = 1


;
1 + fv1

(14)
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(18)

p

2
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d
(
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2
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(19)
: S  cv2
: S  cv2 :

(20)

The constants are given as in Eq. (21) taken from [24]:
2
 = 0:4187;  = ; cb1 = 0:1355; cb2 = 0:622;
3
c
(1 + cb2 )
cw1 = b21 +
; cw2 = 0:3;


cw3 = 2:0; cv1 = 7:1; cv2 = 0:7; cv3 = 0:9: (21)

2.4. Numerical method

A cell-centered density-based nite volume method in a
structured multi-block grid is used in which data transformation between blocks is performed by ghost cells
with second-order accuracy, and inter-block faces have
the same grid points. Explicit six-stage Runge-Kutta
method was employed for time discretization. Also,
the local time stepping method is used for convergence
acceleration to steady-state solution. In this method,
the solution of each cell is advanced in time with the
local time step obtained by the local stability limit of
that cell. Roe's approximated Riemann solver [25] is
used for calculating inviscid uxes, while the central
di erence method is employed to compute the viscous
uxes. Further, van Leer's Monotonic Upstreamcentered Scheme for Conservation Laws (MUSCL)
extrapolation [26] with the van Albada's limiter is
used to obtain second-order accuracy while maintaining
Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) property.

3. Validation of numerical code
3.1. Inviscid ow around two-dimensional
mixed compression supersonic inlet

This test case was used to evaluate the numerical
code in the calculation of inviscid uxes and data
transfer between the computational domain blocks.
The geometry of this test case is a mixed compression
inlet with the design Mach number of 3.0 and with
two ramps. The rst ramp has an angle of 7 degrees
and a length of 28 inches, and the second one has an
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Figure 3. Pressure distribution on the spike.
Figure 2(b). Figure 3 shows the normalized pressure
distribution over the spike resulting from this work
along with numerical results of Jain and Mittal [11]
and Kwak et al. [13]; evidently, the results are in good
agreement with each other.

3.2. Turbulent ow around an axisymmetric
external compression inlet

Figure 2. (a) Con guration of inlet. (b) Computational
grid.

inclination of 14 degrees with a length of 24.1 inches.
Total length is 101.15 inches that is considered as
the characteristic length for normalizing other lengths
of the inlet. This inlet geometry was experimentally
studied previously by Anderson and Wong [27], and
then many researchers performed numerical studies on
it. At rst, Jain and Mittal [11] implemented the niteelement method to solve inviscid ow in the modi ed
geometry, and then Kwak et al. [13] used nite volume
method for this purpose. The schematic of this inlet
in conjunction with the computational domain blocks
is sketched in Figure 2(a). The domain has been
divided into 6 blocks that have 34,882 computational
cells altogether. A magni ed view of the computational
grid around the ramp and cowl lip is illustrated in

In this section, the capability of this code in solving
the axisymmetric ow of an external compression
supersonic inlet is evaluated. The ow of an external
compression inlet is similar to that of a mixed compression inlet, and the performance of the numerical
code is evaluated in the presence of phenomena, such
as the shock wave and its interactions with turbulent
boundary layer and shock-induced separation. Further,
due to the complicated shape of the inlet, the multiblock grid is employed in which the ability of the code
in data transferring between the blocks is examined.
This inlet has a design Mach number of 2.0 with
a length-to-diameter ratio of 4.8 that was designed
by Soltani and Farahani [28] to investigate the buzz
phenomenon of supersonic inlets.
In the present work, the ow eld around the
inlet is divided into six blocks with a total of 35,747
computational cells. The numerical solution was performed for a free-stream Mach number of 2.0, static
pressure of 10,799.5 Pa., static temperature of 167.24
Kelvin, ^1 =1 = 3:0, and engine-face static pressure
of 31,966.5 Pa. The results are compared with the
experiments presented by Soltani et al. [29].
Static pressure distribution over the spike and
total pressure pro le at the throat (x=d = 0:85) are
plotted in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. According to
the plots, numerical results show great consistency with
experimental results.
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Figure 6. Computational blocks and boundary
Figure 4. Distribution of static pressure on spike.

conditions.

Figure 7. Magni ed view of optimum computational grid.
Figure 5. Stagnation pressure pro le at throat,
x=d = 0:82

4. Results and discussion
4.1. The mixed compression supersonic inlet

The mixed compression inlet of this study is an axisymmetric supersonic inlet that is designed for the
Mach number of 2.0 with a length-to-diameter ratio
of 3.4. This inlet has been designed and experimentally
studied for the rst time by Soltani et al. [30]. In
order to study the ow eld of this inlet, a hyperbolic
computational domain is considered ahead of the inlet.
The height of domain is selected large enough to
prohibit shock waves from hitting the computational
domain boundary. To generate a high-quality grid,
the computational domain is divided into six blocks,
as shown in Figure 6.
Grid convergence study was performed in the
previous work [17]; nally, the mesh with total cells'

number of 35,747 was chosen as the optimum one
for the computational solution. A view of this mesh
around the spike and cowl lip is illustrated in Figure 7.
In the following, the ow eld in the inlet has
been solved for the Mach number of 2.0, Reynolds
number of 1:15  106 ; ^1 =1 = 3:0, and back pressure
ratio of 4.75. To gain a better appreciation of ow
characteristics of the inlet, pressure coecient contours
are shown in Figure 8. According to this plot, a
conical shock wave is formed in front of the spike and
Mach number decreases across it, though ow remains
supersonic. Then, considering the upstream of the
throat at the edge of spike curvature, establishment
of Prandtl-Mayer expansion waves impinges on the
shock wave formed from cowl lip and weakens it. The
continuous intersection of oblique shock and expansion
waves and their re ection from walls is aicted by ow
Mach number; eventually, it ends with a weak normal
shock downstream of the throat.

4.2. E ects of free-stream Mach number

In this section, the e ects of free-stream Mach number
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Figure 8. Pressure coecient contours for Mach numbers of 1.8, 2.0, and 2.2.
on the performance of this special inlet are studied
at constant back pressure ratio in the supercritical
operating condition. This investigation has been performed on various Mach numbers from 1.8 to 2.2, at
the Reynolds number of 1:15  106 ; ^1 =1 = 3:0,
and back pressure ratio of 4.75. Pressure coecient
contours for Mach numbers of 1.8, 2.0, and 2.2 are
shown in Figure 8, and Pressure coecient distribution
over spike surface is demonstrated in Figure 9. It is
seen that, for all Mach numbers, the normal shock
wave is established in di user, while, for the Mach
number of 1.8, it is closer to the throat. By increasing
the free-stream Mach number, this normal shock wave
moves downstream and, consequently, as the cross-

Figure 9. Pressure coecient distribution over spike at
di erent Mach numbers.

section area gets bigger (higher local Mach number),
shock wave becomes stronger. Moreover, as the local
Mach number at upstream increases, the expansion
waves emanating from spike (at x=d = 0:65) become
stronger. Therefore, the re ection of these waves that
hits the spike surface again move further downstream.
As presented in Figure 8, at Mach numbers of 1.8, 2.0,
and 2.2, these waves impinge on the spike at x=d = 0:8,
1.1, and 1.2, respectively.
Variations of mass ow ratio and drag coecient versus those of Mach number are illustrated in
Figure 10. It is shown that by increasing the freestream Mach number, mass ow ratio increases and
drag coecient decreases. This is because as freestream Mach number increases, the angle of established
oblique shock wave in front of the spike decreases.
Consequently, the oblique shock becomes closer to the
cowl lip and mass ow spillage decreases. By the
reduction of spillage ow, a higher mass ow enters
the inlet, and conclusively spillage drag and total drag
coecient decreases. As it is obvious from Figure 10,
when Mach number is 2.2, the mass ow ratio is nearly
equal to 1, which indicates the situation that oblique
shock wave is placed exactly on the cowl lip and no
ow spillage occurs.
Further, by increasing the free-stream Mach number from 1.8 to 2.2, mass ow ratio is increased by 8%,
while drag coecient has a decrement of about 30%.
This fact indicates the signi cant e ect of mass ow
ratio on inlet drag coecient.
Variations of two performance parameters, i.e.
total pressure recovery and ow distortion, are sketched
against Mach number in Figure 11. As seen, by increasing Mach number, total pressure recovery decreases
and ow distortion increases. With the movement
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in bigger loss of total pressure in the a ected zones in
comparison with other regions. That zone deteriorates
the ow uniformity and increases ow distortion with
Mach number increment. It is worth emphasizing that
variations of ow distortion with Mach number are a
function of di user shape and can be quite di erent
for various inlets. It is noted that these ndings for
mixed compression inlet in the supercritical operating
condition are consistent with the study done by Soltani
et al. [31] for external compression inlet under the
similar operating condition.

4.3. Engine-face pressure e ects
Figure 10. Variations of mass ow ratio and drag
coecient versus those of Mach number.

Figure 11. Variations in total pressure recovery and ow
distortion against those in Mach number.

of the normal shock wave towards downstream, its
strength intensi es and total pressure loss increases.
Moreover, because of the stronger normal shock, the
boundary layer is exposed to a higher adverse pressure
gradient, and consequently, a larger separation region is
formed. Therefore, by increasing the free-stream Mach
number, these two factors lead to a reduction in total
pressure and total pressure recovery. Since the strength
of normal shock wave and ow separation are highly
dependent upon the position of normal shock wave and
the shape of the di user, the variations of total pressure
recovery with Mach number can di er signi cantly for
various inlets. As seen in Figure 11, pressure recovery
has decreased 20% when the free-stream Mach number
varied from 1.8 to 2.2. In addition, Figure 11 reveals
that ow distortion at engine-face has been severely
changed by Mach number so that, with Mach number
increment from 1.8 to 2.2, ow distortion has increased
up to 100%. Enlargement of separation region results

In the real operational condition, mass ow rate of
the inlet is restricted by engine performance; this
restriction leads to a pressure variation at downstream
of the inlet that a ects its performance. Therefore,
in this section, the e ect of back pressure in the supercritical operating condition is investigated in order
to study the e ect of engine operation on the inlet
performance. This is conducted on Reynolds number
of 1:15  106 ; ^1 =1 = 3:0, Mach number of 2.0, and
ve back pressure ratios of 3.65, 4.1, 4.75, 5.1, and 5.5.
Pressure coecient distribution over the spike is
plotted for various back pressure ratios in Figure 12. In
addition, variations of performance parameters against
back pressure ratio are sketched in Figures 13 and 14.
According to Figure 12, by increasing the back pressure
ratio, the normal shock wave moves upstream; however, due to the supersonic speed of upstream ow,
the condition upstream of the normal shock remains
unchanged. Plots of performance parameters also show
a negligible di erence in the mass ow passing through
the inlet. Further, drag coecient remains nearly
invariant since the mass ow passing through the inlet

Figure 12. Pressure coecient distribution over spike at
various back pressure ratios.
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Figure 13. Variations in mass ow ratio and drag
coecient versus those in back pressure ratio.
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accuracy. In addition, Spalart-Allmaras one-equation
turbulence model was used to close the governing
equations. The code was validated by two di erent
test cases. Then, the axisymmetric ow around a
mixed compression supersonic inlet was studied, and
the e ects of free stream Mach number and back
pressure ratio on the performance parameters, including mass ow ratio, drag coecient, total pressure recovery, and ow distortion, were investigated
in detail. The results revealed that by increasing
the free-stream Mach number, the angle of oblique
shock wave established in front of the spike reduces,
mass ow ratio increases, and consequently, spillage
drag and total drag coecient decrease. Moreover,
increasing the free-stream Mach number causes normal
shock wave to move downstream, which results in an
increment of ow distortion and a reduction in total
pressure recovery. The e ects of back pressure ratio on
performance parameters showed that by increasing the
back pressure ratio, mass ow ratio and drag coecient
remain constant as the ow structure upstream of
the throat is nearly unchanged in the supercritical
operating condition. However, normal shock wave
moves upstream and its strength decreases. Therefore,
total pressure recovery increases and ow distortion
decreases.
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